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GU Global Frontiers Raise Cross-cultural Awareness
Through Autumn Break Overseas Cultural Experience Tour
by Sang-ho Han, Ph.D.
Around 200 GU students were given opportunities to take a week-long international culture tours for crosscultural awareness-raising. Upon finishing mid-term exams, students who were awarded with special
overseas experience scholarships, left for their respective destinations for their once-in-a-life-time overseas
experience.
Major themes for this autumn's international culture experience include Mediterranean Cruise, Silk Road
Expeditions, Eastern Europe Culture Crush, Come and See Ireland Tour, Japan Experience and Canoes in
the Philippines.
Here are a few image clips from the GU Global Frontiers. Bon Voyage!

GU Signed MOU with Budapest Business School For
Academic Exchange
by GU Herald News Staff
President Soonja Lee signed agreement on October 31st with
President Eva Sandor-Kriszt of Budapest Business School for
student and faculty exchange between the two institutions. The two
presidents also agreed to work together to promote tourism
industry in Hungary.
GU also agreed to send Taekwondo demonstration troupe and
Korean cuisine demonstration team to the Hungarian counterpart
in commemoration of the 25th anniversary of opening diplomatic
ties between Korea and Hungary in 2014 and host joint seminar
President Lee posing for photo with administrators from
on international tourism policy.
Budapest Business School
Budapest Business School is known as a top-notch private
university in Hungary with 18,000 student enrollment, with faculty of Hotel Tourism, faculty of Management &
Accounting, and Faculty of International Trade.

Hearty Wishes for Mid-term Exam Takers
by GU Herald News Staff
Mid-term tests were given at GU from Oct. 21 to Oct 25 and
every GU students did their best on the tests. In order to
encourage test-takers and wish them good luck on the exams
President Lee doled out gimbap and milk for breakfast. Out of love
for students GU faculty and staff volunteer to dispense free
breakfast with students on the occasion of each mid-term and final
exams. Fingers crossed for all GU students.
President Lee and staffs doling out gimbap to students

GU International Faculty Attend the
2013 PKETA International Conference
by Ma. Reina Rose D. Gulmatico, RN, MSN
GU International Faculty participated in the 2013 PKETA International Conference hosted by Pan-Korea
English Teachers Association (PKETA) and Kyungpook National University (KNU)- Department of English
Education last September 28, 2013 at Global Plaza, Kyungpook National University, Daegu, Korea.The
conference was organized for the purpose of identifying alternative methods of promoting communicative
language teaching and learning through presentation of research based outputs and discussion of diverse
issues and trends related to English education.

Dr. Han, PKETA President, delivered his welcome address at KNU
International Conventional Hall

Participants from Gyeongju University

Dr. Sungmook Choi, Conference Chair, in his opening address conveyed the theme, “Creative Alternatives
for Communicative Orientation of ELT”. This was reiterated as PKETA President, Dr. Sang-Ho Han and KNU
President, Dr. In-suk Hamm delivered their welcome speeches. The conference was divided into three major
segments: plenary discussion, featured presentation and concurrent sessions.
All the participants attended the plenary discussion facilitated by four speakers from different countries.
Topics presented were: “Critical Options for Communicative Orientations in ELT: Pitfalls and Possibilities for
Korean Classrooms” (Prof. Brian Morgan, Glendon College/ University- Canada); En Route to 2020:
Progress, Trends and Creative Alternatives in ELT (Prof. Kim Hughes Wilhelm, University of Macau-Macau);
Teaching English for L2 Learners: from Bottom to the Top (Won-chul Park, English Mou Mou) and The
Advantages of Multimodal Approaches to Second Language Writing (Prof. Diane Dewhurst Belcher, Georgia
State University-USA).
The second highlight of the conference was the simultaneous featured presentation of four researchers.
Participants were requested to choose a particular presentation they will attend. Research topics for this
segment were the following: Alternative Approach to Communicative Orientation in Korean EFL Context:
Utilizing Process Drama to Promote the Students’ Creativity (Prof. Sook Kyung Jung, Daejeon UniversityKorea); Conflicting Teacher and Student Beliefs in Communicative English: Metropolitan Seoul and Beyond
(Prof. Josefina Gonzales-San Miguel, Colegio de San Juan de Letran- Philippines); E-mail Exchange
between Non-native English Speakers: Chinese Students’ Experiences (Prof. Sue Wang, Central University
ofFinance and Economics- China) and Roles of Perceived Needs for English in the Japanese Context (Prof.
Hideo Hayashi, Kumamoto Gakuen University-Japan).

GU Professors with the Speakers during the plenary session

Prof. Robert Steaves, one of the speakers for concurrent session,
presented his paper entitled “Teaching with Radio Dramas”

In the final segment, there were 8 concurrent sessions participated by 34 educators from various
universities in Korea and Japan. Among the speakers, there were 6 representatives from Gyeongju
University. Each session corresponds to the following identified topics: second or foreign language
acquisition, material and curriculum development, teaching methodology/pedagogy, technology and teaching
materials, language policy and teaching, classroom based action research, and teacher development/
evaluation.
Apart from the intellectual learning obtained from each presentation, added perks of the conference
include delectable buffet offered during lunch, coffee and snack break in between sessions, and book
exhibition from various publishing companies. As a way of showing gratitude to all the participants, a raffle of
gift items has been facilitated towards the end of the program.
Reference: 2013 PKETA International Conference Journal

The Power of Two
by Laurence Partan, MA English, TESOL

Mentoring graph

Is it the weather? The Mentoring Corps rolls have not grown as quickly as they did last year and last
spring.
At the end of October, we have 109 mentorships between 45 Mentors and 93 Mentees. It's a fair showing,
but not as strong as last spring.
Our highest enrollment, in June 2013, was 205 mentorships between 63 professors and 188 mentees. At
the end of 2012, we had 54 mentors and 134 mentees in 142 mentorships. Overall, 432 mentees have
registered in the Mentoring Corps Program.
We hope that everyone makes the most of the next six weeks. There are another 1,500 students who have
yet to take advantage of the extra language learning power triggered by face-to-face conversation.
We have also noted that November is a long month. It has no holidays. Not one break.
So, let's party!
This year we'll have two Meet the Mentors Wine and Cheese Parties.
We had our first party last autumn and one last spring. Both were lively and enjoyable because you all
were there. Mentees and their friends are invited to join us for a quick snack or to hang out with us and
talk. The party place is the Cafeteria, first floor, Engineering Building 4.
The first Wine and Cheese Party will be Wednesday, November 13th, 1:30 - 5:00.
The second one will be Tuesday, November 26th, 1:30 - 5:00.
Heart-to-heart communication adds the power of a truly intrinsic motivation. Namhee Lee and co-authors
at the UCLA Neurobiology Language Research Group call it The Interactional Instinct. (Oxford University
Press, New York, 2009). We are wired to be driven to focus on the people with us.
This drive is enhanced in infancy and early childhood by strong neural feedback circuits. Infants were
exposed to pictures and Chinese language and later tested for remembering. All children saw and heard the
same woman. Half of the infants were in the same room with the woman. Half of the infants watched her on
a TV. The children who were face-to-face with the woman retained twice as much.
As we grow older, this driving force of the neural feedback circuit abates. A myriad of sociocultural
changes transfers much of our drive and direction to our peers. Nonetheless, rebellious adolescents may be
covertly or overtly arguing with you when face to face, but they aren't disengaged. Give them the cover of a
classroom, where one-to-one becomes one-to-many. Now even nominally well-motivated students are
struggling to keep their attention focused.
For the well-motivated and self-disciplined students, the face-to-face conversation may be two times more
powerful than the classroom. For many others, it may be an order of magnitude more powerful. I believe that
it is because it remains truly intrinsic.

Feature

Philosophizing Autumn in Korea
by Sang-ho Han, Ph.D.
How does autumn strike you in Korea? For some of our
colleagues who are blessed with only two seasons a year or
even one a year, Korean autumn may be perceived as
somewhat strange. Although each season has its own unique
beauty in Korea, autumn approaches us in a very special way.
The luxuriant dark green leaves turn into yellows, browns, and
reds as they become ready to retreat to Mother Nature for a
rebirth in the next spring.
Autumn in Korea is sometimes referred to as the season of
‘Deung-wha-ga-chin’ (등화가친, 燈火可親), a good season to
be closer to the light for pleasure of reading. It is also referred
to as the season of ‘Cheon-go-ma-bi’ (천고마비, 天高馬肥), when skies become crystal clear while horses
gain weight, hence a great time for outdoor activities such as picnic, camping, or a trip.
For many, the season of autumn is considered something like a party in celebration for bounty harvest or
achievement for one’s pursuit whether it be academic, business, or ordinary life’s. This leads many
organizations to hold conferences, academic or athletic festivals, or concerts, all around Korea from farming
villages to urban towns, from kindergartens to universities. Indeed, it is the season for art with our heart going
ablaze like those yellowish red leaves.

At this blessed time of the year I am tempted to
philosophize a bit about the word autumn in the Korea
language, ‘ga-eul’(가을). It seems to me the word ga-eul
has two meanings: harvest and decay. As we grow and
mature enough, we are supposed to get married for
giving of a birth, though there are some who choose to
stay single. Likewise, most trees and plants flower in the
summer and bear fruits in the autumn for human picking
or natural shedding. An Etymology of the word ‘ga-eul’
says it comes from ‘gat(갓), which means to cut. It also
provides us with such variants of ‘ga-eul’ as ‘ga-sal’, ‘gaseul’, ‘ga-sil’, and ‘ga-al’, which all share the same
morphemic form of ‘ga’ (or ‘gat’).
In the meantime, Sino-Korean word signifying autumn pronounced as ‘chu’ (추, 秋) consists of the two
components of ‘hwa’ meaning rice plants and ‘hwa’, meaning fire. The combined meaning of ‘rice plants
going afire’ signifies rice paddies full of ripened rice plants, awaiting farmers’ kind hands of harvest.
Incidentally, I have my own idiosyncratic interpretation of the word autumn, that is, ‘ga-eul’. To me, it
seems to mean ‘to leave’ because I see it as a noun derivative from the verb ‘ga-da’, which originally means
‘to go’. So it comes down to the perception that ‘ga-eul’ is the season when leaves change their colors to their
most beautiful or peak tints before they reach the end of their lives and leave their body. It just happens that,
to our humanly eyes, the colorful golden and crimson foliage look so fascinating that we are attracted to take
a trip to mountainsides to enjoy sightseeing the fantastic scenery.
Why don't we look around GU campus, if not
mountains and fields around Gyeongju or beyond. How
marvelous to see everywhere festooned with leaves of
colorful tints. It is customary around this time of a year to
go on a picnic to nearby mountains to enjoy viewing
these seasonal changes. In fact, not just the various tints
or colors we enjoy, but one full in-breath of cool autumn
air or a drink of cool mineral water on our way up the
mountains will quickly relieve our fatigue that comes from
our usual stressful busy-ness.
Ga-eul is the season for the elevated souls to
celebrate their abundance as they enjoy reading or go
out into the mountains and valleys to be one with the
Nature. In this blessed season, let us walk out into the
open air and view the beauty of the magnificent nature wishing for better days of more blessings to come in
the next spring.

When Fall Rises in the Beauty of Truth
by Noli G. Alcasabas, MA Philosophy

nadyazahid.blogspot.com
One lesson I learned from my Metaphysics class is that “nature reveals itself.” Such revelation happens in
a dialogical way, i.e. when nature unfolds and man becomes honestly open to what is unfolded - untainted,
unbiased, and presuppositionless. The same revelation can be said of autumn season. It is often defined by
the changing color of the leaves and of their falling apart. The reddening leaf, the chill in the early morning,
and perhaps the misty afternoon are additional signs. Yes, everything really changes. But, this change of
nature is not the change that is usually thought of as to be distinctive of the rest but rather a kind of change
that invites all of us not to see the distinction but rather to see how human beings, the sun, the trees and their
leaves with different colors relate to one another to constitute and express a single beauty.

I do not know if you will agree with me to say that the differences in things that we witness during autumn
are the same things that unite the things that differ. Changing colors such as brown, red, red brown, orange
and the like are outstanding colors, but they are such because others are not. Nature’s unfolding event is a
dramatization of how all beings participate in the beauty of one another.

The amount of sunlight also facilitates the unfolding or revelation of autumn. At this point, let us ask the
question, ‘is it still possible to see the rainbow of colors without sunlight?’ In the same way, can we say that
the varying and changing colors brought about by the season are still interesting to see when the mind
continuously denies their beauty? The signs or revelations of autumn are always there, always revealing, self
-diffusing, and open for perception, but its appreciation or beauty and the truth that it bears can only be
grasped by a mind that is open and honest. When man falls short in his apprehension, can he still see the
beauty and truth of fall? In essence the cryptic message and beauty of autumn can only be witnessed when
man becomes openly committed to honesty and when he courageously accepts the untainted truth of reality.

Health & Fitness

HEALTH 101: HEALTH HAZARDS OF TEACHERS
by Kenn Everard D. Lachenal, MS Nursing
Being a teacher can be a very fulfilling and exciting
career. Although this may be true, teachers are also
faced with both emotional and physical challenges in
the workplace. Teachers are often exposed to
occupational health hazards every day.
Teachers always come in contact with many people
each day at work: students, parents, colleagues, and
others, which could predispose them to transmission
of certain bacteria and viruses. A research conducted
by MGEN Foundation of Public Health concluded that
teachers are more susceptible to certain types of
infection than other workers. The research revealed a
higher incidence of respiratory tract infection among
both male and female teachers.
osha.europa.eu
Teachers usually take a lot of time standing in class
and may have to do some physical exertion to stretch, bend and lift equipment or educational aids. According
to the Occupational Health and Safety Administration (OSHA), these activities may put them at risk to
develop muscle strains and sprains, back injuries, and even varicose veins due to prolonged standing.
Computer use of teachers due to excessive typing on a keyboard may also bring about a risk to develop
carpal tunnel syndrome.

www.nysut.org

Educators also face several forms of stress in the workplace. Some of these may include large class size,
objectives of student performance, lack of motivation from the students, uncontrolled work hours, strict
administrative duties and responsibilities, and even inadequate work pay or salary. Stress is usually managed
differently by each individual but excessive amounts of stress do affect a person's behavior, mood and
physical health. The Mayo Clinic stated common effects of stress such as headache, muscle pain or tension,
fatigue, stomach upset, sleep problems, anxiety, restlessness, irritability, depression, lack of motivation,
change in eating habits, angry outbursts, use of vices such as tobacco or alcohol, and social withdrawal.
Here are tips to prevent some of these health hazards:
1. Boost your immune system. Proper diet and exercise can help improve the immune system. Intake of 500 1000 mg of Vitamin C tablet can provide supplementation for increase in immunity against infection.
2. Stay active. You've got to move your body. Going to the gym to work out three times a week is good. For
those who don't go to the gym, it is recommended to walk briskly for at least 30 minutes a day.
3. Have a healthy diet. You can eat almost anything as long as it is in moderation. Although a well-balanced
diet of carbohydrates, protein and fat is preferred.
4. Practice ergonomics . Ergonomics is a science that deals with designing and arranging things so that
people can use them easily and safely. Proper body mechanics would greatly decrease the incidence of
physical injuries.
5. Have a break. Take some time to rest more often even for just a couple of minutes. This would help the
body regain some strength to overcome fatigue.
6. Fight stress. Learn to adapt. Identify your stressors and try to manage these effectively. Some hobbies
may be done to counteract stress. Take some time to do the things you want to do. Avoid vices.
7. Smile and be happy. A positive outlook in life helps people cope with whatever challenges that faces them
each day. Count your blessings and be content with what you already have. Everything else is a bonus.
---------The following are some “self-message” techniques that may help address some concerns and health
problems.

osha.europa.eu

Students’ Corner

MAINTAINING THE KOREAN IDENTITY
by Seona Jo (sophomore, Department of Cultural Assets)
Do you have an English name? Do you like pizza or chicken? If you do, this could be one of the
representative symptoms of Globalization, or it could also be that our food habits are changing.
When I was an elementary school student growing up we were told by our teachers, “Many foreigners out
there even don’t know where Korea is or what size of a country it is.” We used to also hear that, “We should
represent our country, Korea, and let the world know about our country.”
There’s a famous Soprano singer named Sumi Jo
from Korea. When she was studying abroad, she knew
that most people didn’t know what kind of country Korea
was. Because of this reason, she tried very hard to
overcome the hardness of the unfriendly atmosphere
caused from the ignorance of knowledge about Korea.
Eventually, when she became famous, and had several
concerts all over the world she added one condition
before she would perform on stage. The condition was
that she sang at least one Korean song in her concert
program.
Another example, when one of my friends visited
makearoit.com
England as a child she often got questions from the
English living there like, “Are you from China?” She answered, “No” “Are you from Japan, then?” The older
British woman would ask next, “No.” She answered again. “Then where are you from?” My friend would
answer, “I’m from Korea.” And the older woman would ask: “Where is that country?”
Well, this was just a start. When most British people she met heard she was from Korea, they thought of
Korea as a state broken down from the Korean War and still suffering from poverty. And another incorrect
thought, some people even thought that Samsung was a Japanese company, which it is not, it’s a Korean
company of course.
But, things have been changing slowly. Korea has had
this astonishing economic development and this makes
economists from other countries surprised. What about the
national pride, the heat and passion which infect all people in
Korea, and the impression given to the world? One example
would be the “Red Devil of the 2002 World Cup.” This heat
and passion was made by Korea people and remembered by
other nations. And even North Korea gives us a popular
position, although it is somehow sad and has bitter facts.
We have foreign businesses gathered inside Korea. And
now we are going abroad to establish our own business
there. You may be familiar with the advertisements of
english.visitkorea.or.kr
Samsung, LG, and Hyundai in New York City’s Times
Square.
Korea is now the 6th most visited destination in Asia, even higher than our neighboring country Japan.
Now, Seoul and Busan have become famous international cities.
However, as our nation becomes internationalized, we don’t always see the bright side of it. Koreans are
crazy about studying, especially learning English. This is done to be a part of the global world, of course.
But, have you heard the news about moms giving birth abroad to give their children USA citizenship? Have
you heard that children begin learning English at a very early age, even before they learn how to speak
Korean well?
You might also have heard about the leaking of SAT test
www.koreatimes.co.kr
questions, which is used for the American university
entrance exams like ‘Su-Neung’ in Korea. And you know
this test has been cancelled several times in Korea because
of these leakage incidents. You will see our culture,
obsessed with learning English and going abroad to study.
You can also see so many hagwons and private academies
that teach English in Dae-chi dong and Gangnam. These
show an aspect of our culture largely relying on private
education to reach the goal of internationalization. This
might be the reason there is a tearful message written by
some students on a subway station’s wall in Busan, the
message says “Can we live without English? We love our
language.”
However, beyond these sad realities, there are some
people who want to spread our culture to the world instead
of accepting ‘theirs’ unconditionally. There are some cooks who want to combine Westerner cuisine with
Korean traditional cuisine to satisfy the craving for a Western-Korean fusion style of food. There are some
fashion designers who apply Korean letters to clothes to showcase the beauty of Korean clothes and our
language.
We want to learn English, but we must remain Korean first
in a global society.
Korea once was a country which suffered extreme
poverty; we even received aid from the international
community. Now, Korea has become a country which helps
other countries when starvation hits them. We should be
proud of this amazing development.
But, our father’s generation made a restless effort to make
our economy better, and they were burying their identity to
raise its collective cooperation to the best level.
But now, for us, it’s time to find our own unique identity
and ‘color’ and stand with our distinctive character in the
www.everydaykorea.com
global world.

Professors’ Lounge

Multiple Intelligences Theory and Language Learning
by Natasha Pourdana, Ph.D.
A classical model of human intelligence, Howard Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences Theory suitably provides
EFL teachers with a conceptual framework for predicting the learners' performance on language learning
activities. In his theory back to 1983, Howard Gardner has tried to broaden the scope of human potential
beyond the confines of IQ scores. He seriously questions the validity of determining an individual's
intelligence through the practice of taking a person out of his natural learning environment and asking him to
do isolated tasks he has never done before and probably would never choose to do again.

In a sharp contrast with the current theories of intelligence, Gardner
suggests that intelligence has more to do with the capacity for solving
problems and fashioning products in a context-rich and naturalist
setting. Once Gardner's broader and more pragmatic perspective is
taken, the concept of intelligence begins to lose its mystique and
becomes a functional concept that could be seen working in people's
lives in a variety of ways. Gardner has provided a means of mapping
the broad range of abilities that humans possess by grouping their
capabilities into eight comprehensive categories or intelligences. This
theory validates language teachers’ everyday experience that the
learners think and learn in many different ways. It also provides them
with a conceptual framework for preparing materials and testing
language.
Multiple Intelligences theory has met strong positive responses
from many EFL teachers. It has also been appreciated by a range of
Howard Earl Gardner
educational theorists and significantly applied by teachers and policy
makers to the problems of schooling. Recently, a large number of
schools in North America have looked to structure their curricula based on learners’ intelligence
performances and to design classrooms and even the whole schools to reflect the understanding that Multiple
Intelligences theory has developed. In addition, Multiple Intelligences theory has been introduced to preschools, higher vocational and adult education initiatives.
One of the most remarkable features of Multiple
Intelligences theory is how to provide eight different
potential pathways to learning. It facilitates effective
language learning if a teacher has difficulty with
teaching a language learner in the more traditional
linguistic or logical way of instruction. The eight
intelligences are as following:
1. Linguistic Intelligence: the capacity to use language
to express what's on your mind and to understand
other people. Any kind of writer, orator, speaker,
lawyer, or other person for whom language is an
important stock in trade has great linguistic
intelligence.
2. Logical/Mathematical Intelligence: the capacity to
understand the underlying principles of some kind of
causal system, the way a scientist or a logician
does; or to manipulate numbers, quantities, and
operations, the way a mathematician does.
engagingeducation.info
3. Musical Rhythmic Intelligence: the capacity to think
in music; to be able to hear patterns, recognize them,
and perhaps manipulate them. People who have strong musical intelligence don't just remember music
easily, they can't get it out of their minds, it is so omnipresent.
4. Bodily/Kinesthetic Intelligence: the capacity to use your whole body or parts of your body (your hands, your
fingers, your arms) to solve a problem, make something, or put on some kind of production. The most
evident examples are people in athletics or the performing arts, particularly dancing or acting.
5. Spatial Intelligence: the ability to represent the spatial world internally in your mind -- the way a sailor or
airplane pilot navigates the large spatial world, or the way a chess player or sculptor represents a more
circumscribed spatial world. Spatial intelligence can be used in the arts or in the sciences.
6. Intrapersonal Intelligence: having an understanding of yourself; knowing who you are, what you can do,
what you want to do, how you react to things, which things to avoid, and which things to gravitate toward.
We are drawn to people who have a good understanding of themselves. They tend to know what they can
and can't do, and to know where to go if they need help.
7. Interpersonal Intelligence: the ability to understand other people. It's an ability we all need, but is especially
important for teachers, clinicians, salespersons, or politicians -- anybody who deals with other people.
8. Naturalist Intelligence: the ability to discriminate among living things (plants, animals) and sensitivity to
other features of the natural world (clouds, rock configurations). This ability was clearly of value in our
evolutionary past as hunters, gatherers, and farmers; it continues to be central in such roles as botanist or
chef.
At first, it may seem impossible to teach to all learning
styles. However, as we move into using a mix of media or
multimedia, it becomes easier. As we understand learning
styles, it becomes apparent why multimedia appeals to
learners and why a mix of media is more effective. It
satisfies the many types of learning preferences that one
person may embody or that a class embodies. A review of
the literature shows that a variety of decisions must be
made when choosing media that is appropriate to learning
style.
myweb.sabanciunive.edu

Therefore, language learners should be able to show their competence in a specific skill, subject, content
area, or domain in a variety of ways. Moreover, just as Multiple intelligences theory suggests that any
instructional objective can be taught in at least eight different ways, so does it imply that any language
component can be assessed at least in eight different ways.
Accordingly, in a learner-centered EFL context, for example, (a) learners can be exposed to all eight
performance tasks in an attempt to discover the area(s) they are most successful in; (b) learners might be
assigned a performance task based on the teacher's understanding of their most developed intelligence; and
(c) learners themselves can choose the manner in which they would like to be assessed.

What I love About Gyeongju University
by Maria Veronica C. Fonatanilla, Ed.D.

My foremost gasp of South Korean air on March 5, 2013 at zero degrees centigrade had put me into a
feeling of extreme chilliness after alighting from the plane and coming out of the departure area of Gimhae
International Airport. Finally, I was in Korea and there was no turning back anymore.
From the airport, my companion (likewise a professor) and I had to ride in a bus and proceeded to
Gyeongju City. After an hour of voyage, finally, we’ve reached Beautiful Gyeongju. Honestly, Gyeongju City
has created in me a feeling of amazement, pride and gladness to witness its beauty and historical landmarks
From the downtown area, we were fetched by a GU staff and directly proceeded to the university for a brief
orientation and went right away to our assigned classes.
I had to report the next day to Gyeongju University and with intense enchantment, its beauty conveys
trepidation I can’t explain. It might be because I am going to have my first experience in teaching students
with diverse nationalities, cultures and practices. From then onwards, GU became my academic domicile
since my first step on the Korean soil.
Honestly, there are a lot of things that I love about Gyeongju University, eight of them to be exact.
The building façade exudes simplicity of beauty and elegance that is comparable to the European and
Mediterranean architectural designs. The frontage commands academic practicability that GU adheres to.
Simplicity is beauty, indeed!
Fully-furnished with electronic gadgets and teaching aids, the GU classrooms have made my academic
responsibilities quite easy and enjoyable. Teaching inside the classroom creates an atmosphere of academic
advancement as students are highly skillful along electronic manipulations. At times, however, the machines
tend to be rough with me that I have to seek help from Ben, Bill, Young and Jone for some kind of “getting to
manipulate you better” setup. Thank you guys!
The relaxing ambience of GU Job Café makes my “next class waiting time” really worth a wait. My vacant
period is by no means complete without making an electronic press inside. Equipped with internet / WIFI connected computers, browsing my daily routines of social networking site visit and yahoo e-mail check make
my societal connection a bit easier and within reach. Thanks to the “warm accommodation” inside.
Just below the administration building on the left wing is a place where nobody could ever resists. The
university refectory offers a range of food stuffs that include soup, pork (breaded of course!), vegetables of
many kinds, mushrooms of different varieties and of course, the never-dying menu of Koreans, Kimchi. By
the way, don’t forget the unlimited rice! I simply love these foods! Your KRW 3000.00 and KRW 4000.00
dishes will surely make a big difference in your appetite.
Lying below Mt. Sondo is the university main entrance that allows one to hurdle for time upon alighting
from the shuttle bus. Taking about 10-15 minutes, the walk is accomplished. The misery does not bring to a
standstill anyway.
Another thing that I appreciate about Gyeongju University is the landscape that seems to lead you
breathless. Stilettos can’t work effectively here. If only I knew that GU is patterned such as this, I should have
left them.
GU will never be the same again without the men and women of the institution who never cease to provide
academic advancement, leadership and excellence for practical education. As the backbone of higher
education, indeed the institution has already created a distinguishing mark in the academic world that
learning can also be rational and sensible.
The students, in their diverse mental capacities have transformed learning into its different dimension.
They have proven that despite disparity in English comprehension, the eagerness to achieve quality is
remarkable. The challenge lies ahead.
If these are the things that make my GU life absolute, there’s one that exasperates me. Any guess?
My early weekday in the university has been annoying me that I have to make less than 140 steps before
reaching my destination up there. The effort is worth anyway that it has been included in my daily regimen
though I have quite a hitch with my shoes every day. However, since I have been dealing with it every
weekday, I am planning to include it in my list of “loves” in the university. On the second thought, my
conscience is dictating me not to include it…… yet.
By the way, don’t forget the stairs…

Sports

Cardio Vs. Cookies: A ‘Losing’ Proposition
by Trevor Sim, MA Integrated Studies
Everybody knows that there are a lot of benefits
that come from regular exercise. To name a few, it
increases aerobic capacity, decreases blood pressure
and resting heart rate, and has even been proven to
promote a more positive outlook—all good things,
certainly.
However, when it comes to hitting the treadmill to
‘lose a few pounds,’ the facts regarding exercise and
weight loss may not be exactly in line with what one
wants to know.
www.amazingfitnesstips.com
According to Gretchen Reynolds, who reports on
the latest science in her work, The First 20 Minutes,
weight loss is a relatively straight-forward affair, a case of simple subtraction: You have to burn more calories
than you put into your body, creating a ‘negative energy balance.’
The trouble is, compared to the ease with which we can ingest
calories, it is a lot harder to burn off those same calories through
exercise. As one expert puts it, people only burn 200-300 calories in
a 30 minute workout: “You can replace that with one cookie.” And
there goes your hard-earned weight loss.
Besides this relatively ineffective ratio of exercise-induced calorie
loss and the ease of calorie replacement, there seem to be other
factors in play. One of these factors is the unconscious response the
body makes to exercise.
Homeostasis, for example, seems to be an important factor in body
maintenance. Once the body achieves a certain calorie intake/calorie
expenditure ratio, it likes to keep it that way. Thus, when the body
perceives that it is losing its established ratio through exercise, it may
actually cause the body to slow down and grow sluggish in response
www.health.com
to this threat to its equilibrium, in what is called “non-volitional exercise
-induced inactivity.”
Another, often additional response, is to eat more to replenish lost calories. In one study, for example,
volunteers were asked to go into a state of ‘negative energy balance.’ Subsequent blood tests revealed that
such a state altered levels of hormones that control appetite, in particular a hormone known as ‘acylated
ghrelin’, which is associated with an increased desire for food. Meanwhile, negatively affected were insulin
and leptin levels, which affect how the body burns fuel. And unfortunately, the effect was more profound for
women than for men.
Depressing news, to be sure. However, there is some hopeful news as well, associated with my pet topic
these days: high intensity training.
Studies suggest that strenuous and sustained exercise—exercise that lasts over 60 minutes, or is intense
enough to burn 800 calories—can increase levels of the hormone leptin, which decreases appetite, as well as
result in the chimerical ‘afterburn’, a condition where the body is ‘revved up’ and continues to burn calories
even after exercise is completed, although the amount of calories burned is modest—only about 190 calories,
according to one study.

www.cdg.gov

And there’s more.
While exercise may not help a lot in promoting weight loss, studies show that it can help in preventing you
from gaining more pounds. This again seems to go back to homeostasis. The body tends to like conditions
to stay the same, and exercise will help it maintain its desired equilibrium.
So it seems that the trick to losing weight consists of a ‘double-whammy’: You need to create a ‘negative
energy balance’ by combining exercise with eating less. To do this, Reynolds has a number of
recommendations.
One is to try working out before breakfast. Exercising in a ‘fasted state’ is proven to burn more fat
because there are less carbs in your body. Then, try eating eggs for breakfast. Eggs tend to suppress the
appetite, and studies show that that people who eat eggs consume fewer calories later, compared to those
who eat carbs.
Second, be aware of the body’s unconscious reactions to a negative energy balance. Know that when you
exercise your body will try to compensate by slowing you down or increasing your appetite, and be ready for
it.
Third, hit it! Try to increase the duration and
strenuousness of your workouts. Harder is always
better, and you may also get the ‘afterburn’ effect
working for you.
And finally, try standing instead of sitting when you
are reading or teaching in class. Studies show that
you can burn hundred of calories a day this way
without stimulating your appetite.
Nature seems to have dealt us a bad hand on the
issue of exercise and weight loss. The solution? Don’t
give up on the cardio . . . and forgo the temptations for
that celebratory cookie.
muchmorethanfood.com
Easier said than done, right?
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